




various   variable,   be   it   the   amount   of   time   available,   the  
knowledge   the   learner   already   has,   the   difficulty   of   the  
learning objects and so on. The TENCompetence Curriculum 
































the  TENCompetence   System.   It   is   exploiting   the   requirement   information   of   a   learning 
activity to assemble a sequence of courses (i.e., a curriculum) which guides the learner from 
her   current   state   of   knowledge   towards   her   learning   goal.   In   order   to   allow   the 
TENCompetence System to plan arbitrary curricula, the Curriculum Planner Service has been 




Sourceforge   under   the  Module  wp7/CurriculumPlannerService.  In   addition   to   the  Web 










needs   an   environment   providing   SWI­Prolog   with   the   packages  semweb/rdf_db, 
















repository   is   the   collection  of   lectures   held   at   the  Computer  Science  Department   of   the 


















































Used  to  pose a   request.  Returns an RDF description of  the curricula with  the conditions 
specified in the request.
Method name getCurricula
Return type String
Parameters Name Type
request String
profile String
databaseURL String
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